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Meteorological Research and the Role of the Graduate School1
PHILIP

D.

THOMPSON

National Center for Atmospheric

Mr. Chairman, members of the American
Meteorological Society, ladies and gentlemen:
I hope that I am not keeping you here under
false pretenses. The advertised title of this talk
is not my own, and may not be an accurate
description of the subject I wish to bring out.
Originally, Dr. Roberts had hoped and planned
to discuss "Meteorological Research and the Role
of the Graduate School/'
In the meantime,
finding that it would be impossible to be here
at this time, he asked me to speak in his stead—
not necessarily on the same topic, but on some
subject bearing on the problem of meteorological
education in this country. What I wish to draw
your attention to may not be strictly relevant to
the problem of graduate training in the usual
sense, but it's close enough to let the title stand.
Otherwise, my main aim is to be as inflammatory
and provoking as possible. If I succeed in being
merely amusing, I have failed.
As I think about the whole general question of
education in meteorology—and, more particularly,
about training for a career in meteorological research—I am more and more struck by the
potency of two distinct and mutually aggravating
factors in the present situation.
The first of these factors is the growing necessity for more basic education per student, a factor
that depends upon the changing character of the
science of meteorology itself. The second factor
is the already great and steadily growing demand
for research meteorologists, or at least for meteorologists with graduate training at an advanced
level.
The thesis I will maintain, as Devil's Advocate,
is this: That these two factors, operating together,
now have the effect of sidetracking or destroying
the potential scientific leadership before it ever
matures to the point where it can be effective.
Further, it may be no exaggeration to say that
this situation, if permitted to develop to its logical
1 Paper presented in the Symposium on Meteorological
Education at the 197th National Meeting of the American
Meteorological Society, 15 November 1961, Tallahassee,
Fla.
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absurdity, could lead to a perpetual state of scientific poverty, in which a host of applicationoriented technicians waits around busily for a few
crumbs of fundamentally new knowledge to fall
from the lips of a small subspecies of genetic accidents, who are too silly and unheeding to respond to the compulsions of their own times.
Is the picture overdrawn? Perhaps, but when
I have finished, judge for yourself.
Let me begin by looking at the first and least
noxious of my two points, namely, that recent
trends in the development of meteorology as a
science demand more basic education for a career
in research and, later, scientific leadership. The
relevant fact is that meteorology is becoming a
science, on a par with other physical sciences
whose theoretical and experimental foundations
are now regarded with emotions approaching awe.
To be more exact, meteorology is shaping up as
an agglomerate of various branches of the basic
disciplines of physics and chemistry—some of
whose relevance has only recently been recognized. The study of clouds, for example, is no
longer restricted to visual observation of cloud
forms or consideration of gross physical factors
that might determine those forms; we have now
graduated from the descriptive study of gross
form, which has no physical entity anyway, to
the study of physical and chemical process. The
study of clouds has rapidly become a great
sprawling science that deals with the crystallography of freezing nuclei, condensation nuclei
and ice crystals; the thermodynamics, surface
physics and surface chemistry of condensation and
evaporation; the electrification of droplet clouds;
the hydrodynamics and mechanics of droplet
coalescence; the hydrodynamics of convection;
and the mechanics and thermodynamics of the
larger-scale circulation patterns in which individual clouds are imbedded.
Or, to choose another and very different
example, let us consider the study of meteorological events on a very grand scale—as, for
example, studies of the so-called general circula-
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tion problem. Within the past decade, the research meteorologist in this field has ceased
merely to describe, and has given up trying to
explain what he saw as a manifestation of a single
purely convective process. On close inspection,
this mechanism clearly could not transport enough
heat or momentum. Even the graduate students
now speak glibly of "momentum transport," "heat
transport," "ground stress," "hydrodynamical
instability," "kinetic-energy balance" and "radiation balance" as important factors that control
the average state of the atmosphere. This is
simply indicative that the study of the atmosphere's macroscopic behavior is now a matter of
radiation physics, thermodynamics, hydrodynamics and the theory of turbulence and convection—plus whatever can be learned from the
study of evaporation and cloud formation.
One could, of course, cite other but perhaps
less striking examples in which the various
branches of meteorology have gradually become
identified as branches of basic and long-established
scientific disciplines. This is not to say, of course,
that all the problems of meteorology are thereby
solved; we're just learning what the real problems
are. Nevertheless, the gradual "scientification"
of meteorology—if I may quote a phrase—is a
clear indication that the research meteorologist
of today must be broadly educated in the basic
scientific disciplines if he is to add any further
contribution to the solution of problems that cut
across several such disciplines.
Let us next ask what kind of training can be
given to the research meteorologist within the
present framework of college and university education. In view of the interdisciplinary nature of
meteorological problems, it strikes me as being
premature for a student with strong inclinations
toward research to enter seriously into the study
of meteorology as a science until he has a solid
schooling in the fundamentals of at least two of
the three basic disciplines of mathematics, physics
and chemistry; at this stage in the development
of the science, early specialization is undesirable
if not impracticable. The undergraduate simply
lacks the basic equipment of understanding.
Accordingly, as the university curricula exist or
will exist for some time to come, the potential
research meteorologist cannot begin to concentrate
effectively on meteorological problems until he
has completed his undergraduate work. This, in
fact, is a fairly typical pattern among the most
productive research meteorologists of the past
two decades, here and abroad.

In the next year or two of his meteorological
training, the book-learned, laboratory-trained student of mathematics, physics and chemistry has
to be shown that a great variety of alien and
untidy looking meteorological problems are perfectly respectable members of his own family.
Ordinarily, this need would arise at the level of
study for the master's degree. In many instances,
however, the curriculum at that level is not designed for the student who is already fairly sophisticated in his mathematical and physical thinking, simply because the prerequisites do not (or
perhaps, to be realistic, cannot) demand the background in the basic scientific disciplines that now
forms the starting point in the development of
the new science. Accordingly, the early graduate
courses often do not present meteorological problems as basic scientific problems.
Is it any
wonder, then, that a student who is well-trained
in mathematics and physics may be repelled by
the fuzziness of meteorological problems, as compared with problems in classical physics, or by
the evasive answers that an instructor feels compelled to offer if he is afraid of talking over the
students' heads? The real tragedy is that it need
not be so. If the new scientific generation is to
stand on the shoulders of the last, it cannot be so.
This is not the main point, however, nor have
I come to the end of my present argument. Let
us suppose that the potential research meteorologist retains his interest and completes his master's
degree. Is he then educated for meteorological
research ? Probably not. He may very well
have excellent formal training in what has been
done, but generally has little or no experience in
dealing with unsolved problems. To be sure,
virtually every university requires a master's
thesis as a gesture to tradition, but most universities tacitly, if not openly, acknowledge that
the main distinction between the master's and
doctor's theses is that the former need not display
marked originality or independence of thought.
Very well, then. Not being ready for completely
independent work, our potential research meteorologist pushes on toward the doctor's degree.
Either alone, or with some guidance from his
faculty advisor, or perhaps under the influence
of some already existing research project, he
fixes on some thesis problem. In many instances,
the fundamental character of the problem may
require considerable invention of method and
experiment with various approaches; in many
other instances, however, the choice of problems
is narrowed ab initio to those that can be solved
by the application or adaptation of a known
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technique. However that may be, our aspiring
candidate lives, eats and breathes with his problem—to the ruination of his health and the disgust of his wife. By now, of course, he is
married and works on a government-sponsored
project. After three or four years of false starts,
fears of being anticipated and lack of sleep, he
turns in his thesis, written, as it were, in blood,
sweat and tears. His feeling of relief is enormous.
He loves his problem and knows it inside out,
but he's momentarily glad to be rid of it.
Now is he educated to the noble pursuit of
scientific research? Probably so. At least he
knows what has been done and has shown that
he is capable of dealing with one kind of problem,
namely, the one that he has just solved. At that
moment, he is undoubtedly the world's greatest
authority on that particular facet of meteorology.
But this is just the beginning of his career in
meteorological research. As I have tried to indicate in passing, the gradual emergence of meteorology as an agglomerate of basic physical sciences makes the doctor's degree a virtually
indispensable prerequisite for a career in meteorological research. Except in rare instances,
there is no shortcut. This is the new standard
of basic education for research in meteorology.
Up to this point, I daresay, I would encounter
little resistance to my argument. Let me point
out, however, that there is a more offensive
corollary; namely—there is no guarantee that any
research meteorologist's education will extend beyond that which is necessary to establish his basic
competence and ability. You will answer, of
course, that there are a number of post-doctoral
fellowships through which especially promising
young meteorologists can be educated to a broader
outlook. Yes, a few, but precious few. Moreover,
the choice of fellows is restricted to those who
apply, and the foster institution is not generally
chosen with an eye to the fellow's possible role
of leadership in a highly interdisciplinary science.
Excluding the unlikely possibility that the universities will create a super-degree, let us examine further the brand new Ph.D.'s possibilities
for research and further education. What happens to him after he gets that beautiful, stiff,
embossed, autographed scroll, suitable for framing?
To be realistic about it, things have probably
been happening to him for a full year beforehand,
as soon as the word got around that a nice new
bright Ph.D. was coming over the horizon. If
he's really good, he may already have received an
offer of one of the few academic posts open to a
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brand new Ph.D. without experience. But good
or indifferent, he will have received several offers
from various government research agencies, private research corporations, private weather services, aircraft companies, missile and satellite development corporations, the U. S. Weather
Bureau, the Air Weather Service—or NCAR. A
few, recollecting vividly the squalor of their student days and contemplating the unaccustomed
pleasures of the Good Life, undoubtedly head up
the money gradient. Most, I am sure, sincerely
aspire to an academic career and the fullest development of their abilities for pure scientific research. But what are their chances? Only a
handful of the total number of research meteorologists end up in the few university positions.
Of the remainder, only another handful find it
possible to retain scientific independence in any
organization whose primary (if unstated) objective is the application of existing or rapidly developable technology to fairly specific economic or
military ends. Nor do they find it easy to maintain the stability and continuity of effort required
for research whose course and final outcome are
not clearly foreseeable. In this connection, I need
only ask you to cast your minds back to the great
budget hiatus of 1957 to convince you that some
government-sponsored research projects in the
universities are not immune from the same kind
of disorder. And even if such projects were
financially secure, there still remains some intangible constraint, largely self-imposed, to stick
to the letter of a contract whose form was originally designed for the purchase of saddles and
grapeshot. In brief, except for a fortunate few,
the men who are trained for careers in meteorological research have little opportunity to gain
the depth and breadth of scientific experience that
one normally acquires by continued immersion
in an academic environment or by the pursuit of
basic knowledge whose usefulness has not yet been
discovered.
Paradoxically enough, an even more dangerous
portent in the present situation can be seen in
the very intensity of demand for highly trained
meteorologists. By now, the number of organizations with ostensible needs for first-rate research
meteorologists has multiplied to the point where
there are about as many major projects as there
are Ph.D.'s in meteorology. The natural consequence, as one might expect and as one may observe on recalling many specific cases, is to put
the administration and supervision of the whole
project on the man who is branded as most competent to undertake it. At the risk of offending
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practically everybody, I respectfully submit that
many of the people who are potentially most
capable of contributing to the development of our
science are becoming a race of project administrators. The final irony is that they are being
picked as administrators for their research qualifications, and before their scientific potential is
realized.
Is it for this that our universities persuade,
push, pull, cajole and flatter the reluctant student
into the paths of scientific righteousness? I certainly hope that this is not their intent. Where
will the scientific leadership come from? Who
will have the maturity to know which fundamental
problems are acting as barriers to impede scientific progress across a whole broad front ? Who
is to point out the key scientific problems? Who
will have the nose for the subtle and elusive smell
of an effective combination of problem formulation and approach, amidst a distractingly wide
variety of plausible choices? Are they to be appointed by edict and, if so, for what qualities?
By and large, the people who have the insight
required for sure, clear scientific leadership have
gained it through deep, unhurried penetration into
a broad variety of problems. They are the "old
hands," whose feelings in their bones usually turn
out to be nothing but completely assimilated and
sometimes half-forgotten experience. It's a rare
breed, to be sure, but we must somehow insure
that it is perpetuated.

the science as a whole? If not, their growth
cannot be left to accident. I simply say that,
although we cannot depend upon the growth and
maturation of any particular likely prospect, we
can at least stop destroying the potentialities of
practically every candidate.
How is this to be done? In my view, the most
promising new Ph.D.'s in meteorology must be
given an opportunity to continue their education
in independent research for 2 to 4 years beyond
the doctorate—in an academic atmosphere, free
of any pressure for specific application, and preferably in an environment that encourages interdisciplinary efforts to deal with the total problem.
In accord with this view, I suggest that the National Science Foundation might properly sponsor about half of the annual crop of Ph.D.'s in
post-doctoral research fellowships at universities
that are strong in a broad range of relevant and
closely allied sciences. I should also add that
the National Center for Atmospheric Research is
contemplating a post-doctoral research program
which is similar in spirit, if not in letter, to that
just proposed. At about the time these ideas
mature, one or two years hence, NCAR will have
unparalleled opportunities for fully supported, independent, and science-oriented research on every
level from that of the senior scientist down to
his youngest protege. Our remaining hope is
that the universities can somehow maintain the
highly trained group of young scientific leaders
upon whom the continued development of our
science depends. NCAR may be able to serve
as a stimulus, but in large measure it is through
increasing, more stable and more enlightened support of basic research in the universities that the
growing scientist must preserve the degree of
intellectual freedom and independence required
for effective leadership.

And now, you say, how can one provide for
the genesis and growth of such an indescribable
creature as the scientific leader? Something like
Morley's "alphas" in "Brave New World."
Genetic accident, of course, we can't control, but
shall we leave it to "genetic accident?" Are you
satisfied that there are enough scientific leaders
or natural mutants in meteorology today, relative
to the effort being put into the development of

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Scientific Book Exhibit in Ecuador
The Catholic University of Ecuador is sponsoring an
exhibition of scientific books to be held in the university
buildings in June 1962. In his invitation to publishers
to send books for the exhibit, Father Luis Orellana,
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rector of the university, stated that the purpose of the
exhibit was to contribute to the culture of the students of
Ecuador, and that all books received would be retained
in the university library for the use of students. The
American Meteorological Society sent a selection of
A M S publications.
Anyone wishing to send books to this exhibit should
direct them to Father Luis E. Orellana, Rector, Catholic
University of Ecuador, 12 de Octubre y Carrion, Quito,
Ecuador.
(More A N N O U N C E M E N T S on page 130)
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